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SENATE THIRD READING 

SB 233 (Umberg) 

As Amended  June 16, 2022 

Majority vote 

SUMMARY 

Repeals several statutes providing for the use of telephonic appearances in civil cases. 

Major Provisions 
1) Repeals the Code of Civil Procedure sections that authorize the use of telephonic 

appearances in civil cases. 

2) Repeals the Government Code sections providing for the collection and distribution of fees 

related to telephonic appearances in civil cases. 

COMMENTS 

As a result of the need to move home nearly all aspects of life during the worst of the COVID-19 

pandemic, California’s civil courts rapidly expanded the use of remote technology, particularly 

remote video technology, over the last two years. While this expansion of remote technology has 

not always been smooth, nor controversy free, it has quickly surpassed older forms of remote 

communications in courts, most notably telephonic appearances. Recognizing the strict, stand-

alone, statutory regime for telephonic appearances is no longer sensible, this bill would repeal 

statutes related to telephonic appearances, thereby permitting telephonic appearances to be 

governed by the same statutes now governing general remote appearances. 

The rapid expansion of video conferencing technology in courts, and legislation temporarily 

authorizing remote appearances, rendered the specific statutes regarding telephonic 

appearances obsolete. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic most civil courts across California 

effectively shut down for almost half of 2020. Some counties even went so far as to vacate all 

civil trials on the 2020 court calendar. (Cheryl Miller, How COVID-19 Is Impacting California 

Courts: Roundup of Services, The Recorder (July 21, 2020).) The resulting backlog in civil 

matters forced litigants and the courts to seek ways to safely process civil case calendars and 

preserve litigants’ access to justice. One such means of trying to move civil cases through the 

system was the deployment of remote technology for conducting trials and hearings as 

authorized by a set of emergency Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial Council in April 2020. 

As a result of the popularity of remote appearances, at least on the part of the courts and 

attorneys, last year the Legislature approved SB 241 (Umberg), Chapter 214, Statutes of 2021, to 

provide for a temporary statutory framework for remote appearances. The SB 241 framework 

does not differentiate between means of "remote" appearances, and thus the term has been used 

to encompass both audio and video appearances by parties not physically in the court.  

By not differentiating between audio and video appearances in the SB 241 framework, the 

existing law has now left the longstanding provisions related to telephonic appearances on an 

awkward statutory island. While such technology is, arguably, captured by the SB 241 

framework, it also has standalone provisions authorizing the collection, and transmission to the 

Judicial Council, of fees well above those now being charged for remote appearances using low-

cost remote technology systems like Zoom and Microsoft Teams. Accordingly, the proponents of 

this measure contend it is time to revise the old telephonic appearance statutory framework. 
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This bill. Recognizing that the existing statutory framework related to telephonic court 

appearances is the relic of a bygone era, this bill eliminates four code sections that authorize 

telephonic appearances and provide for both the collection and allocation of fees from such 

appearances. By eliminating these old code sections, this bill would move telephonic 

appearances into the existing framework for remote appearances (it should be noted the 

Committee is also currently considering SB 848 (Umberg) of the current legistlative session 

which will extend the SB 241 statutory framework through the end of 2025) and provide 

statutory consistency for all appearances for parties not physically in a courtroom. 

The largest vendor for telephonic services notes that this bill will not impact their contractual 

agreements with the courts and instead places them on a level playing field. One aspect of the 

existing legal framework regarding telephonic court appearances required the Judicial Council to 

enter into a master agreement, legally a contract, with providers of telephonic appearance 

services. The largest provider of such services, and supporter of this measure, is Courtcall, LLC. 

Ironically, just prior to the introduction of this measure, Courtcall and the Judicial Council 

renewed their master agreement. In light of the constitutional prohibitions regarding government 

interference with contracts, this bill may have impacted the recently renewed agreement. 

However, based on information provided to the Committee from Courtcall, the existing 

agreement contains a clause cancelling the master agreement, and its legally required set fee 

structure, should the statutory authority for the master agreement be revoked. Accordingly, 

Courtcall supports this measure noting that the new statutory framework will permit it to 

restructure its own fees to be more competitive with remote video service providers and allow it 

to continue to serve users of the California court system. 

Although this bill may result in the loss of some funding for the Trial Court Trust Fund, any 

losses should be more than offset by new budget allocations for court technology. Part of the 

existing law regarding telephonic appearances required service providers like Courtcall to remit 

to the Judicial Council and the Trial Court Trust Fund the total amount of revenue received for 

the 2009-2010 fiscal year. This requirement was added at the height of the Great Recession-era 

budget deficits that decimated the state’s General Fund. Accordingly, over the last decade the 

Judicial Council has received between one and two million dollars annually from Courtcall. 

While this code section, arguably, should have been repealed years ago, as the Great Recession-

era cuts to the Judicial Branch’s budget have long since been restored, this bill would in theory 

eliminate one to two million dollars of revenue for the Trial Court Trust Fund each year.  

While, indeed, this bill would eliminate this revenue, thanks to several budget proposals 

contained in the 2022-23 Budget, California courts are highly unlikely to suffer as a result. In 

fact, this year’s proposed budget contains over $60 million in funds to enhance the court’s 

technological capability as it relates to remote technology to be allocated evenly over the next 

two years. Given that the existing funds from telephonic appearances were supposed to be 

utilized to ensure the reliability of that technology, one can only surmise that the infusion of $60 

million into the court’s coffers for the technological improvements necessary to facilitate remote 

appearances should be more than enough to ensure the reliable use of both video and telephonic 

remote appearance technologies for years to come. 

According to the Author 
With the COVID-19 pandemic impact on courts that caused backlogs in both civil and 

criminal proceedings, the Judicial Council and courts began to explore new ways to conduct 

remote appearances. With last year’s passage of SB 241, telephonic appearances were 
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incorporated into the broader definitions of remote technology as authorized by Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 367.75. This inclusion reflects a growing acknowledgement that there is 

little practical distinction among the various methods to connect to a judicial hearing (e.g. by 

phone, digital audio and/or digital video). Unfortunately, this inclusion also left the statutes 

specifically authorizing telephonic appearances in question. SB 233 seeks to repeal these 

telephonic appearance statutes, thus providing courts with clarity over the use of telephonic 

appearances as part of the larger remote technology. SB 233 is necessary and ensures that all 

remote technologies are treated the same. 

Arguments in Support 
This bill is supported by both the Judicial Council and Courtcall, LLC. In support of this bill 

Courtcall writes: 

With the COVID-19 pandemic impact on courts that caused backlogs in both civil and 

criminal proceedings, the Judicial Council and courts began to explore new ways to conduct 

remote appearances. With last year’s passage of SB 241 (Umberg; Chapter 214, Statutes of 

2021), telephonic appearances were incorporated into the broader definitions of remote 

technology as authorized by Code of Civil Procedure Section 367.75. This inclusion reflects 

a growing acknowledgement that there is little practical distinction among the various 

methods to connect to a judicial hearing (e.g. by phone, digital audio and/or digital video). 

Unfortunately, this inclusion also left the statutes specifically authorizing telephonic 

appearances in question. SB 233 seeks to repeal these telephonic appearance statutes, thus 

providing courts with clarity over the use of telephonic appearances as part of the larger 

remote technology. We believe SB 233 is necessary and ensures that all remote technologies 

are treated the same. 

Arguments in Opposition 
No opposition on file. 

FISCAL COMMENTS 

According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, loss of revenue (Trial Court Trust Fund 

(TCTF)) of an unknown, but potentially significant amount from fees assessed to appear 

telephonically. Most of the loss in revenue is likely offset by significant budget funds for court 

modernization including the continued implementation of remote access pursuant to Code of 

Civil Procedure section 367.75. However, the Judicial Council of California (JCC) estimates 

TCTF backfill will cover the loss in revenue, but not the legacy payments associated with 

telephonic appearances. JCC reports legacy costs of approximately $950,000. Judicial Council 

will receive $34.7 million General Fund in 2022-23, increasing to $40.3 million in 2025-26 and 

ongoing, for information technology initiatives to modernize the Judicial Branch and increase 

access to justice for the public. 

VOTES 

SENATE FLOOR:  38-0-2 
YES:  Allen, Archuleta, Atkins, Bates, Becker, Borgeas, Bradford, Caballero, Cortese, Dahle, 

Dodd, Durazo, Eggman, Glazer, Gonzalez, Grove, Hertzberg, Hueso, Hurtado, Jones, Kamlager, 

Laird, Leyva, McGuire, Melendez, Min, Newman, Nielsen, Ochoa Bogh, Pan, Portantino, Roth, 

Rubio, Skinner, Umberg, Wieckowski, Wiener, Wilk 

ABS, ABST OR NV:  Limón, Stern 
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ASM RULES:  8-0-3 
YES:  Cooley, Waldron, Bennett, Mike Fong, Gipson, Maienschein, Mathis, Blanca Rubio 

ABS, ABST OR NV:  Flora, Lee, Villapudua 

 

ASM JUDICIARY:  11-0-0 
YES:  Stone, Cunningham, Bloom, Davies, Haney, Kalra, Kiley, Maienschein, Reyes, Mia 

Bonta, Wicks 

 

ASM APPROPRIATIONS:  16-0-0 
YES:  Holden, Bigelow, Bryan, Calderon, Arambula, Megan Dahle, Davies, Mike Fong, Fong, 

Gabriel, Eduardo Garcia, Levine, Quirk, Robert Rivas, Akilah Weber, McCarty 

 

UPDATED 

VERSION: June 16, 2022 

CONSULTANT:  Nicholas Liedtke / JUD. / (916) 319-2334   FN: 0003363 




